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Abstract
This paper presents a simple approach for rendering isosurfaces of a scalar field. Using the vertex programming
capability of commodity graphics cards, we transfer the cost of computing an isosurface from the Central Processing Unit (CPU), running the main application, to the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), rendering the images. We
consider a tetrahedral decomposition of the domain and draw one quadrangle (quad) primitive per tetrahedron. A
vertex program transforms the quad into the piece of isosurface within the tetrahedron (see Figure 2). In this way,
the main application is only devoted to streaming the vertices of the tetrahedra from main memory to the graphics
card. For adaptively refined rectilinear grids, the optimization of this streaming process leads to the definition of a
new 3D space-filling curve, which generalizes the 2D Sierpinski curve used for efficient rendering of triangulated
terrains. We maintain the simplicity of the scheme when constructing view-dependent adaptive refinements of the
domain mesh. In particular, we guarantee the absence of T-junctions by satisfying local bounds in our nested error
basis. The expensive stage of fixing cracks in the mesh is completely avoided. We discuss practical tradeoffs in the
distribution of the workload between the application and the graphics hardware. With current GPU’s it is convenient to perform certain computations on the main CPU. Beyond the performance considerations that will change
with the new generations of GPU’s this approach has the major advantage of avoiding completely the storage in
memory of the isosurface vertices and triangles.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Isosurface computation
and rendering I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques - View-dependent refinement
Keywords: isosurfaces, graphics hardware acceleration, view-dependent refinement, tetrahedral meshes, rectilinear grids.

1. Introduction
Isocontouring is widely used in the visualization of scalar
data and an integral component of almost every visualization environment. Computation of isocontours has applications in visualization ranging from extraction of surfaces
from medical volume data [Lor95] to computation of stream
surfaces for flow visualization [vW93].
Inherent in the selection of an isocontour, defined by
C(w) : {x|F(x) − w = 0}, is that only a selected subset of the
data is represented in the result. In many applications, the
ability to interactively modify the isovalue w while viewing
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the computed result is of great value in exploring the structure of the global scalar field. In fact, it has been observed
in user studies that the majority of the time spent interacting with a scientific dataset is devoted to the modification of
the visualization parameters, not in changing the viewing parameters [Hai92]. Hence there has been great interest in improving the computational efficiency of isocontouring algorithms [WG92, CMPS96, NH91, PSL∗ 98, SHLJ96, UH99].
In this paper we present a simple and elegant isocontouring approach that exploits new capabilities of commodity
graphics hardware. We use a vertex program to perform the
interpolation and normal estimation necessary to compute
an isosurface. In this way the visualization application does
not need to store any auxiliary surface mesh to represent
the current isosurface. The selection of an adaptive mesh is
also greatly simplified by the use of view-dependent nested
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 1: Four isosurfaces computed entirely by the GPU. The main application sends the vertices of the tetrahedra to the
graphics card while a vertex program executed by the GPU computes the edge interpolation and the surface normals. (a)
Aneurysm (rectilinear grid). (b) Skull (rectilinear grid). (c) Engine piece (unstructured mesh). (d) Blunt Fin (curvilinear grid).
errors. Satisfying these errors directly produces consistent
meshes. We conclude with a discussion of the potential advantage of using tetrahedral strips for speeding up the data
transfer from CPU to GPU. We provide a detailed description of our prototype implementation and report experimental running times obtained in our performance tests.
2. Related Previous Work
Techniques for the efficient computation of isosurfaces date
back to the late 80’s with the introduction of the Marching Cubes algorithm [LC87]. This algorithm speeds up the
isosurface computation by using a reduce lookup table.
The main downside of the Marching Cubes algorithm is
that it traverses all the cells of the domain mesh independently of the size of the output surface. Wilhelms and Van
Gelder [WG92] were the first to propose an optimized datadependent technique. In their work, they build an octree hierarchy on top of the domain grid and store for each node the
minimum and maximum values of the scalar field within the
corresponding region of space. During the isosurface extraction this information allows skipping the octree nodes that
do not contain the isosurface.
[LSJ96, SHLJ96] define the notion of span space, from
which they developed a number of efficient isosurface extraction algorithms. [CMPS96] and [BPS96] introduced at
the same time the first optimal algorithm for the extraction
of full resolution isosurfaces. The second technique also introduced the use of seed sets that minimize the auxiliary storage of the algorithm. These schemes have been extended to
work in external memory [CSS98, CS97], for isosurfaces of
arbitrarily large data.
Recent approaches have introduced further optimization
using occlusion optimization. Livnat and Hansen [LH98]
proposed the first approach of this type. Their main idea is
to build image-space occluders using hierarchical tiles while
incrementally computing the isosurface. In a related technique Gao and Shen [GS01] propose a parallel multi-pass
approach. Each processor computes a piece of the isosurface, separating visible and invisible parts, until the whole
surface is completed.

For adaptive refinements of rectilinear grids it is common the use of the longest-edge bisection subdivision
rule [ZCK97, PB00, GP00, GDL∗ 02]. [PB00] use the refinement to achieve a time critical isosurface extraction
scheme. [GP00] show the use of saturated errors and their
extension to detect topological changes in the isosurfaces.
We use nested errors that extend the idea of saturated errors to handle the view-dependent case. This is an extension to the volumetric case of the error technique introduced
in [LP02].
A recent trend in hardware accelerated techniques
[RKE00, WMFC02, GRS∗ 02, WKE02, RE02]
is to exploit advanced features of commodity graphics
cards to shift some of the computations from the CPU to
the GPU. Even if they do not always achieve immediately
high performance, they are expected to play an important
role in the near future because the speed and internal
parallelism of commodity GPU’s is improving at a high
rate. The technique that we propose differs from most of
these approaches in that it computes an isosurface for a
tetrahedral mesh, without performing the Shirley-Tuchman
decomposition of a tetrahedron [ST90].

3. A Simple Vertex Program
In the OpenGL pipeline a vertex program is a specialized
code that is executed by the graphics card each time a glVertex primitive is issued. The rasterization of a triangle or
quad is performed only after the current vertex program has
mapped the position, normal, color, ..., of all its vertices.
A vertex program has read-only access to 16 Vertex Attribute Registers that store the properties normally set by
OpenGL functions like glNormal, glColor, or glVertex.
Each register has four floating point components that can be
set by the generic command glVertexAttrib(i,x,y,z,w), where
i is the index of the register and x,y,z,w are the floats stored
in its components. In addition, a vertex program has readonly access to 96 Constant Registers. They can be changed
only outside a glBegin glEnd pair. Write-only access is provided for 15 Vertex Result Registers that store the output
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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DEF set_tet_parameters(i):
V0=vertices[tets[i][0]];
V1=vertices[tets[i][1]];
V2=vertices[tets[i][2]];
V3=vertices[tets[i][3]];

T

f =2

f =4

Figure 2: A tetrahedron with function values associated with
each vertex. The gray polygons show three possible isosurfaces of the scalar field obtained by linear interpolation of
the function values at the vertices.
of the program. Read-write access is allowed to the twelve
temporary registers R0 through R11.
We use a vertex program to perform (i) the linear interpolation along the edges of a tetrahedron to determine the
position of the vertices of its isosurface, and (ii) compute the
gradient of the function within the tetrahedron to determine
the normal of the isosurface.
Consider the tetrahedron T in Figure 2. One real value
is associated with each of its vertices to define, by linear
interpolation, a scalar field within T . An isosurface of this
scalar field can be empty, can be a triangle or can be a quad.
In all cases we draw the isosurface as a quad that may
have two or all vertices coincident. OpenGL detects coincident vertices and, when necessary, reduces the quad to a triangle (two coincident vertices) or rejects the quad altogether
(three or more coincident vertices). The overall structure of
the OpenGL application can be as simple as the following
pseudocode. Note that the indentation represents the nesting
of the program blocks.
set_global_parameters();
set_isovalue();
glBegin(GL_QUADS);
for i=0 to num_tets do:
set_tet_parameters(i);
glVertex2b(0,0);
glVertex2b(1,1);
glVertex2b(2,2);
glVertex2b(3,3);
glEnd();

// Start drawing quads
// Store vertices in registers
// Run program four times
// with v[OPOS].x set
// successively to 0,1,2,3.
// Stop drawing quads

The function set_global_parameters is called only once
in the application to load in the Vertex Constant Registers
the lookup tables necessary for the isosurface computation.
The function set_isovalue, called each time the isosurface
is changed, stores the new isovalue in one constant register. The coordinates and function values of the vertices
of a tetrahedron are set in Vertex Attribute Registers by
set_tet_parameters(i). We store these parameters in registers 8 through 11. Assume that the vertices of the mesh
are stored in the vector vertices, and that the tetrahedra are
c The Eurographics Association 2004.


stored in the vector tets. One element in tets contains the
indices of the vertices of a tetrahedron. A basic implementation of set_tet_parameters(i) sets explicitly all four vertices
of the i-th tetrahedron is as follows.

// Store vertices in registers 8,9,10, and 11
glVertexAttrib( 8, V0.x, V0.y, V0.z, V0.w);
glVertexAttrib( 9, V1.x, V1.y, V1.z, V1.w);
glVertexAttrib(10, V2.x, V2.y, V2.z, V2.w);
glVertexAttrib(11, V3.x, V3.y, V3.z, V3.w);
return;

Interpolation Cases The first step in the program determines what vertices have function value greater or smaller
than the current isovalue. An index in the range [0,15] is generated to identify each configuration. The isovalue is stored
in the register c[67].x, while register c[66] stores the constants (1,2,4,8).
SGE R0.w ,v[ 8].w,c[67].x; # is V0.w >= isovalue ?
SGE R0.z ,v[ 9].w,c[67].x; # is V1.w >= isovalue ?
SGE R0.x ,v[10].w,c[67].x; # is V2.w >= isovalue ?
SGE R0.y ,v[11].w,c[67].x; # is V3.w >= isovalue ?
DP4 R0.x ,R0
,c[66] ; # compute case index
The first four statements compare the current isovalue
with the function value at the vertices of the tetrahedron. The
results of the comparisons – 0 if smaller and 1 if greater or
equal – are stored in the four components of R0. The dot
product of R0 with (1,2,4,8) yields a distinct code for each
configuration in the range [0,15] (stored in R0.x).
Lookup Tables We use two lookup tables. The first table
– stored in Constant Registers 70 to 81 – defines the edges
of the tetrahedron and their endpoints. For example, edge 0
starts at vertex V0 and ends at vertex V1. The complete table
is reported below. The first four elements of the same table
are also used to select vertices from 0 to 3.
Edge/Vertex Table
Const.
Edge
Vertex
Reg. Selection V0 V1 V2 V3 Selection
70
E0 start
1 0 0 0
V0
71
E0 end
0 1 0 0
V1
72
E1 start
0 0 1 0
V2
73
E1 end
0 0 0 1
V3
74
E2 start
1 0 0 0
75
E2 end
0 0 0 1
76
E3 start
0 1 0 0
77
E3 end
0 0 1 0
78
E4 start
0 1 0 0
79
E4 end
0 0 0 1
80
E5 start
1 0 0 0
81
E5 end
0 0 1 0

The second lookup table is a standard marching tetrahedral table that lists the edges intersected by the isosurface
in each possible configuration. Repeated indices are used to
complete the rows of the table corresponding to cases with
less than four vertices.
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Isosurface Intersection Table.
Const.
Interp.
Edge
Reg.
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

0
70
74
80
74
70
70
70
70
80
70
70
76
74
76
80
70

1
70
80
76
80
76
76
80
80
70
78
74
70
78
80
74
70

2
70
78
80
76
78
80
80
74
74
80
80
78
76
80
78
70

3
70
78
80
78
78
74
78
74
74
80
76
78
80
80
78
70

case
0
1
10
11
100
101
110
111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

A special one-component register A0.x can be used to index into Constant Registers array. First A0.x is used to read
the entry of index R0.x into the Isosurface Intersection Table, and copy to R1 the indices of the edges intersected by
the isosurface.
ARL A0.x ,R0.x;
MOV R0 ,c[A0.x+40];

# load case index
# lookup isosurface case

The coordinate passed by glVertex (stored in v[OPOS]) is
the index of the vertex in the current quad. Therefore, it is
used to select the edge to be interpolated as follows.
ARL
MOV
DP4

A0.x ,v[OPOS].x ;
R1 ,c[A0.x+70] ;
R0.x ,R0 ,R1 ;

# load vertex index
# lookup vertex table
# select edge-start vertex

Since it is not possible to use the register A0.x as an index
in the Vertex Properties array, we use the following trick (already used in [WMFC02]) that loads the first vertex of the
edge in R1 and the second vertex of the edge in R0. Their
function values are loaded in registers R6 and R7 respectively.
ARL
MUL
MAD
MAD
MAD
MOV
MOV
ADD
ARL
MUL
MAD
MAD
MAD
MOV
MOV

A0.x
R1
R1
R1
R1
R7
R1.w
R0.x
A0.x
R0
R0
R0
R0
R6
R0.w

, R0.x; # load edge-start vertex index
, v[ 8] , c[A0.x].x ;
, v[ 9] , c[A0.x].y, R1 ;
, v[10] , c[A0.x].z, R1 ;
, v[11] , c[A0.x].w, R1 ;
, R1.w ; # Store the function value in R7
, c[66].x ; # Set w coordinate to 1
, R0.x ,c[66].x ; # Increment R0 by 1
, R0.x ; # load edge-end vertex index
, v[ 8] , c[A0.x].x ;
,v[ 9] , c[A0.x].y , R0 ;
, v[10] , c[A0.x].z , R0 ;
, v[11] , c[A0.x].w, R0 ;
, R0.w ; # Store the function value in R6
, c[66].x ; # Set w coordinate to 1

Interpolation Next, we compute the position p of the iso-

surface vertex along an edge. We use the following interpolation formulas, which are based on the parameter a, on the
function value at the endpoints a, b and on the isovalue h.
α=

h − f (b)
f (a) − f (b)

p = α a + (1 − α)b

The corresponding implementation is shown below. Note
that the result is recorded in the output register o[HPOS],
after applying the projection matrix stored in the constant
registers c[0] through c[3].
ADD
RCP
ADD
MUL
ADD
MUL
MAD
DP4
DP4
DP4
DP4

R7 , R7
, -R6 ;
R7 , R7.x ;
R6 , c[67].x , -R6 ;
R6 , R6
, R7 ;
R7 , c[66].x , -R6 ;
R0 , R0
, R7.x ;
R1 , R1
, R6.x , R0 ;
o[HPOS].x , c[0] , R1 ;
o[HPOS].y , c[1] , R1 ;
o[HPOS].z , c[2] , R1 ;
o[HPOS].w , c[3] , R1 ;

# R7 = f (a) − f (b)
# R7 = 1/( f (a) − f (b))
# R6 = h − f (b)
# R6 = α
# R7 = 1 − α
# R0 = (1 − α)b
# R1 = p = α a + (1 − α)b
# Project and store

The remainder of the program simply computes the normal to the isosurface. In particular, we first determine the
orientation of tetrahedron from the sign s of the following
determinant,


 x1 y1 z1 


s = sign  x2 y2 z2 
 x3 y3 z3 
where xi = Vi.x −V 0.x, yi = Vi.y −V 0.y, and zi = Vi.z −
V 0.z. Assuming also that f i = Vi.w −V 0.w, we compute the
normal N with three determinants as follows:

 
 

 y1 z1 f 1   z1 f 1 x1   f 1 x1 y1  T

 
 

N = s  y2 z2 f 2  ,  z2 f 2 x2  ,  f 2 x2 y2  .
 y3 z3 f 3   z3 f 3 x3   f 3 x3 y3 
4. View-dependent Refinement
In this section we discuss a simple way to adaptively refine a
tetrahedral mesh with the longest-edge-bisection subdivision
rule. We implemented the approach to the restricted case of
regular grids (not necessarily rectilinear) but the technique
is applicable to a more general class of unstructured subdivision meshes [Pas02].
Longest-edge Bisection Consider the decomposition of a
cube into six tetrahedra, shown in Figure 3(top left). The
repeated subdivision of each tetrahedron by bisecting its
longest edge, leads to the same refinement produced by an
octree. The only distinction is that three tetrahedral subdivisions are required to generate the same refinement of one
step of octree subdivision. We maintain the parallel between
the two data structures and call levels of refinement those
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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v3
v3

v4
v2

v0
level 0 - tier 0

v1

v4

v0

level 0 - tier 1

v1

v2
v2
v0

level 0 - tier 2

v3
v1
v4
level 1 - tier 0

Figure 3: Four steps of longest-edge-bisection for a rectilinear grid. (top row) Concurrent refinement of tetrahedra and
octree cells. Three tiers of tetrahedral refinement are equivalent to one level of octree refinement. (bottom row) A single
tetrahedron refined with repeated longest-edge bisections.
v2
v3

v3

v4
v4

v0

v2

v0

v3

v4

v1

v1

v2

v0

v1

tier 0

tier 1

tier 2

Figure 4: The types of diamonds that occur at each
subdivision-tier. The vertices of one tetrahedron in the diamond are marked consistently to Figure 3(bottom row). Each
diamond can be uniquely identified with the vertex v4 where
its tetrahedra are bisected.
generated by an octree, and call tiers the three intermediate
refinements of the tetrahedral mesh.
For a cube mesh, the longest-edge bisection can be written in pure combinatorial terms, without measuring the edge
lengths. One parent tetrahedron is subdivided into two children tetrahedra using the subdivision rules shown in the table
below and illustrated in Figure 3(bottom row).
Longest edge bisection of a tetrahedron T=(v0,v1,v2,v3).
T tier

children’s vertices

children’s tier

v4

0

v0,v1,v2,v4 v3,v1,v2,v4

1

(v0+v3)/2

1

v0,v1,v4,v3 v2,v1,v4,v3

2

(v0+v2)/2

2

v0,v4,v2,v3 v1,v4,v2,v3 0 (next level) (v0+v1)/2

We store auxiliary information on a per diamond basis,
where a diamond is formed by the set of tetrahedra that share
the same longest edge. For example a tier 0 diamond is a
cube. Figure 4 shows the type of diamonds that occur at each
tier of the subdivision process. We call v4 the center of the
diamond and the diamond itself. We say that the diamond
vi is a parent of v j if any tetrahedron in vi has a child in
v j. Note that the hierarchy of the tetrahedra is a binary tree,
while the hierarchy of the diamonds is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG).
We implement a simple recursive function that splits a
tetrahedron until a view dependent error tolerance is met or
the finest resolution is reached (l=0). The refinement is also
stopped if a tetrahedron is part of a diamond that is outside
of the view frustum or that does not contain any piece of
isosurface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5: View-dependent refinement of an isosurface of the
Blunt Fin dataset. The view-point is at the center of the red
sphere and the view direction is along the red line. (a) Side
view of the isosurface refined adaptively. (b) Same view at
full resolution.
DEF Refine_Mesh (iso,V0,V1,V2,V3,l,tier):
V4 = (V1+V3)/2
if ((l=0) or satisfy_tolerance(V4)) then
DrawIso (V0,V1,V2,V3)
else
if (( min_f [V4]>iso or max_f [V4]<iso) or
( not_in_frustum(V4))) then
return
if (tier=0) then
Refine_Mesh (iso,V0,V1,V2,V4,l,1)
Refine_Mesh (iso,V3,V1,V2,V4,l,1)
if (tier=1) then
Refine_Mesh (iso,V0,V1,V4,V2,l,2)
Refine_Mesh (iso,V2,V1,V4,V2,l,2)
if (tier=2) then
Refine_Mesh (iso,V0,V4,V1,V2,l-1,0)
Refine_Mesh (iso,V1,V4,V1,V2,l-1,0)
return

The arrays min_f and max_f store respectively the minimum and maximum function values contained in a diamond.
For error tolerance and frustum checks, we use the following view-dependent nested evaluations. The diamond vi is
associated with a bounding sphere Si centered in vi. If vi is
an ancestor of v j, then the sphere Si contains the sphere S j.
The function not_in_frustum(vi) simply checks if Si is outside the view frustum. Similarly, any error associated with
vi is inflated to be larger then the errors of all its descendants. The function satisfy_tolerance(vi) projects the error
of vi onto the current view plane from the closest point of
Si. satisfy_tolerance(vi) returns true if the projected error is
smaller than a given tolerance. In this way we can guarantee
that if any diamond is included in the current adaptive mesh,
all its parents are also included. Therefore the adaptive mesh
has no cracks. Figure 5 shows an example of such refinement
for a curvilinear grid.
For a rectilinear grid the radius of the diamonds depends
only on the level of resolution and therefore does not need
to be stored in the diamonds. If the tolerance is computed
only on the basis of the projected size of the tetrahedra,
one can achieve a view-dependent refinement without storing any auxiliary information. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6: View-dependent refinement of an isosurface of the
neghip dataset. The view-point is at the center of the red
sphere and the view direction is along the red line. (a) Side
view of the isosurface refined adaptively. (b) Same view at
uniform resolution.

Old vertices
Medium Vertex
New Vertex

Old Edge

Medium Edges New Edges

Figure 7: Oldest-edge refinement strategy. (a) The vertices
of a tetrahedron are marked by age and the edges are classified accordingly. (b) The oldest edge is bisected and the age
of each vertex is increased.

5. Streaming Vertices
Depending on the speed and number of the vertex processing
units of the GPU, a possible bottleneck of the rendering operation is the cost of sending the vertices from the CPU to the
graphics card. For the vertex program in Section 3 this cost
can be greatly reduced using tetrahedral strips. In a tetrahedral strip, any two consecutive tetrahedra differ only by one
vertex. In the OpenGL pipeline this can be exploited because
the vertex properties are persistent in the vertex registers.
The function set_tet_parameters(i) used in Section 3 can
be replaced by a function set_new_vertex(i), setting only
the vertex that transform tetrahedron i into tetrahedron i + 1
in the strip. The pseudocode becomes.
glBegin(GL_QUADS);
for i=0 to num_tets do:
set_new_vertex (i);
glVertex2s(0,0);
glVertex2s(1,1);
glVertex2s(2,2);
glVertex2s(3,3);
glEnd();

// Start drawing quads
// Store tet vertices in registers
// Execute with v[OPOS].x=0
// Execute with v[OPOS].x=1
// Execute with v[OPOS].x=2
// Execute with v[OPOS].x=3
// Stop drawing quads

In terms of data flow, the function set_new_vertex(i)
sends four floats to the graphics card, instead of the sixteen
sent by set_tet_parameters(i). The four glVertex2s instruction send two short each. Overall, there is a 60% reduction
in data transferred (from 80 to 32 bytes per tetrahedron).
In the case of a single-resolution tetrahedral mesh it is
easy to build the strips by traversal of the adjacency graph of
the mesh. For tetrahedral meshes generated by longest-edge
bisection, it is know that is not possible to maintain a tetrahedral strip while performing the simple recursive subdivision
discussed in the previous section.
To maintain a tetrahedral strip while performing the simple recursive refinement we adopt the oldest-edge refinement
strategy illustrated in Figure 7.
This subdivision is based on a single rule, where the tetrahedron (v0, v1, v2, v3) is bisected at v4 = (v0 + v1)/2 to generated the children (v0, v2, v3, v4) and (v1, v2, v3, v4). Fig-

Old

Medium

New

Figure 8: Oldest-edge refinement strategy. (left column)
The only traversal configurations (modulo symmetries) of a
tetrahedron within a strip. The arrows indicate the incoming/outgoing face of the tetrahedron. (right column) In all
cases it is possible to maintain the continuity of the strip after the bisection of the oldest edge.

ure 8 shows how to maintain locally the continuity of a strip
while bisecting the tetrahedra.
Figure 9 (top two rows) shows the adjacency graph of a
complete tetrahedral strip built in this way. This is the 3D
generalization of the 2D Sierpinski curve used to render an
adaptive refinement of a terrain as a single strip [Paj98]. To
the best of our knowledge this 3D space-filling curve was
not known before. Figure 9(bottom row) shows two simple
(spherical) isosurfaces highlighting the artifacts that may derive from the use of a different mesh.
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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a substantial impact on the interactivity of the application
since it allows concentrating the rendering power to the regions closer to the viewpoint. More importantly, it can run
with a very small memory footprint since min-max information is sufficient for grids. On a 800Mhz Pentiun PC
with 800M of memory (running linux operating system) we
can navigate interactively through a 512x512x512 dataset
changing the isovalue in real-time.

Figure 9: Three levels of refinement of our 3D space-filling
curve. The curve traverses once all the tetrahedra in the
mesh, forming a tetrahedral strip. The base mesh is a pyramid with square basis (one sixth of a cube). (top row) Side
view. (middle row) Bottom view. (bottom row) Test isosurfaces of a simple scalar field (distance from a point).
6. Results
We tested the performance of the proposed scheme on two
types of NVidia graphics cards: GeForce3 and GeForce4. We
have considered three variations of the scheme and reported
the results in the table below.
Comparison of average rendering performance
in millions of tetrahedra per second.
isocontour
complete

w-out
normal

w-out normal
+ streaming

GeForce4

1.674 Mt/s

2.169 Mt/s

2.192 Mt/s

GeForce3

0.645 Mt/s

0.864 Mt/s

0.864 Mt/s

The complete vertex program computing interpolation and
normal is always slower (first column). This confirms the
consideration that the slow speed of the GPU becomes
quickly the rendering bottleneck when the vertex program
is too long. For both graphics cards sending the normals instead of computing them in the vertex program provides a
30increase in performance. Note that this increase in performance comes at the cost of additional storage since the
normals are pre-computed.
Adding the streaming component (right column) provides
no measurable benefit on the slow card. On the faster card
we measure a consistent but marginal benefit. This means
that the GeForce4 is at the performance threshold for benefiting sensibly of the streaming component. If, in future cards,
the internal parallelism of the vertex processing units will be
increased more than the bus bandwidth, we can expect the
streaming component to play a more important role.
As expected, the view dependent adaptive refinement has
c The Eurographics Association 2004.


7. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper we have introduced a simple technique for
computing isosurfaces of a scalar field exploiting the features provided by commodity graphics cards. In particular
we have introduced a vertex program that maps a standard
quad into the isosurface contained in a tetrahedron. We also
provided an elegant way to generate consistent adaptive refinements of a tetrahedral mesh subdivided by longest-edge
bisection.
To optimize the data transfer from the CPU to the GPU
we discussed the idea of using tetrahedral strips and introduced a subdivision scheme that allows maintaining strips
during the refinement. This scheme yields a new 3D spacefilling curve generalizing the Sierpinski curve widely used
to optimize the rendering of triangulated terrain datasets.
Since the execution of vertex programs appears to be the
current bottleneck of the approach we plan to better exploit
the concept of tetrahedral strips. At the moment we are able
to provide only one new vertex information per tetrahedron
but four vertex programs need to be always executed. Since
only three edges are really new, it may be possible to draw
one tetrahedron in the strip executing only three vertex programs.
For high-resolution data, we plan to combine the longestedge and oldest-edge refinements, because the latter asymptotically degrades the aspect ratio of the tetrahedra. To improve the scalability of the scheme for larger datasets, we
plan to extend our approach by developing appropriate cache
coherent data layouts that may be appropriate for out-of-core
execution.
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